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default on boot? I installed Ubuntu 14.04 along with Windows 8.1 as a dual boot, but I only want to
boot into Ubuntu after I shutdown the PC in Windows 8.1. How can I accomplish this? A: Open
Startup Applications in Dash, scroll down to Other and open Ubuntu Startup Set your desired start
up application (Your existing programs will not be started) from the dock that says something like
“do not open”, leave your laptop inside the cargo hold. It can always be retrieved by the crew in case
of an emergency. I have noticed that Air Canada makes this “excess baggage” allowance. Ask if your
laptop is allowed onboard. If not, carry it with you. I think this information can help avoid a problem.
You and I might not have had to deal with what several travellers had to deal with before. Good luck
travelling.Consistency decreases when you stop an activity Consistency is an important skill for
anyone who wants to achieve a purpose. “Life’s journey is not to arrive at the grave in a well-made
grave, but in a well-used one that is broken down and rusty.” — Gospel of Thomas I have taken this
quote as a motivation to work on one of my goals. I want to check what I have achieved during the
previous month for the past two years. I want to see if I am hitting my target. I noticed that my
previous months were too inconsistent and I felt better if I worked on consistency. I also discovered
that a problem that I have been facing the last couple of years is when I stop a certain activity. I first
noticed the problem when I was trying to stick to an exercise and strength training. It was a
consistent exercise until I started an event like the Kids Olympiad. I stopped and later on,
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